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After being out of town for a few days and upon our return, there was some mail to go through. The

good news is that since most of our normal bills come electronically it's not a big deal. The mailbox on

the street is not very secure and we'd rather keep financial information away from the eyes of the

curious or evil intentioned, so neighborhood kids pick up the mail on a semi regular cycle. Since we

travel around for work quite a bit, mail can sit in the box for several days sometimes. After a recent

trip, we were surprised to find a brand new debit card in the mailbox, sitting there for several days.

We realize the street address is necessary for a number of levels of security requirements, but this

debit thing was strange indeed. Bank statements are received electronically, so they in theory are

probably safe. We wondered why a debit card, the most enticing object of theft, would be delivered

into a mailbox on a street. We've asked this question of all levels of management at the bank that

sent it who says this has been a consistent practice over the years. We have even been told that the

bank's service provider cannot mail a debit card to any address other than a physical address,

regardless of customer preference or security concerns (or even the existence of a second address

like a PO Box). This certainly defies logic as there is really little reason to have a PO Box other than to

keep financial information more secure than a box on the street. The question is whether this is a big

enough issue to change the banking relationship.

Even more humorous perhaps, is that a new advertising campaign by the bank shows a striking

inconsistency. Going to this bank's web site before logging in to online banking, one finds a very witty

and well-done sales message. It even has family pictures altered to show a superimposed face of a

fraudster. The product being sold is an identity theft program that offers fraud alerts, lost document

assistance, credit reports and legal fee reimbursement in the case of identity theft. This is a great

product to offer to customers because after the Target situation, people are looking for solutions to

protect themselves. It should also reduce liability in the bank if customers experience a theft, plus it

no doubt generates some fee income. This is a timely offering given all of this heightened awareness

and customer concern over security.

It is pretty ironic however when a bank sends a debit card to a non-secure address. It is even funnier

that the bank then follows with an ad for an identity theft protection and card security package that

comes with a monthly fee. Given our banking backgrounds, we understand that this inconsistency

stems from the service providers that the bank uses for various customer products and services and

not the bank itself. We wonder though how others may feel and act, however.

It is probably not fair to armchair quarterback what we'd do with the debit card mailing address issue.

After all, we would opine that any bank service provider could probably offer more flexibility than this

example exhibits. We would however expect someone in the bank to monitor for consistency between

the levels of security of products delivered compared to the bank's sales messages.

The good news is that there is always room to improve, so perhaps it is time to take a close look at

the messages you are sending to your customers online and offline to be sure they are not

inconsistent with one another. Otherwise your team may be working too hard trying to put a round

peg into a square hole.
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Strange

Despite increased regulation since the credit crisis, a survey by the RMA and McKinsey & Co. finds

more than 50% of banks surveyed expect to keep the size of their risk group about the same in the

future and 20% plan to reduce the size.

Mobility

About 70% of consumers say they frequently use the internet or smartphones today.

Internet Search

Entrepreneur reports there are 3.3B Google searches on the average day and about 75% of those

who search do not click past the first page of results. Further, 53% of search clicks are to the first link

shown.

Economic Growth

The latest survey of the Economic Advisory Committee of the ABA projects GDP of 3.0% in 2014 vs.

2.3% average since the recession ended in mid 2009.

Mobile Payments

It makes sense there is so much noise around mobile payments given 64% of smartphone users shop

online with their phone.

Competition

Research by the Fed finds the 5 largest banks benefited from a funding advantage they held prior to

regulatory reforms and changes. The firms held about a 31bps lower cost from bond investors vs.

smaller banks, but researchers point out the small sample size and the fact that the data did not

capture any changes made by Dodd Frank (part of which was supposed to reduce this funding

advantage).

Stress Failure

The Fed's latest stress test results of the 30 largest banks finds 5 must resubmit their plans in order

to pass muster. The 5 who failed the test are Citigroup, HSBC North America, RBS Citizens Financial,

Santander and Zions.

Customers

A survey by CNBC finds 80% of consumers still view the economy as just fair or poor, well above the

72% level prior to the credit crisis. In better news, the survey found 29% expect to see the economy

improve this year vs. 26% from Q4.
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